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a b s t r a c t
In the last decade, a growing number of studies focused on the qualitative/quantitative
analysis of bibliometric-database errors. Most of these studies relied on the identiﬁcation
and (manual) examination of relatively limited samples of errors.
Using an automated procedure, we collected a large corpus of more than 10,000 errors
in the two multidisciplinary databases Scopus and Web of Science (WoS), mainly including articles in the Engineering-Manufacturing ﬁeld. Based on the manual examination of
a portion (of about 10%) of these errors, this paper provides a preliminary analysis and
classiﬁcation, identifying similarities and differences between Scopus and WoS.
The analysis reveals interesting results, such as: (i) although Scopus seems more accurate
than WoS, it tends to forget to index more papers, causing the loss of the relevant citations
given/obtained, (ii) both databases have relatively serious problems in managing the socalled Online-First articles, and (iii) lack of correlation between databases, regarding the
distribution of the errors in several error categories.
The description is supported by practical examples concerning a variety of errors in the
Scopus and WoS databases.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Bibliometric databases are commonly adopted by individual scientists and research institutions for (i) searching scientiﬁc
documents, (ii) providing information on the citation impact of the scientiﬁc output, and (iii) supporting the selection of the
scientiﬁc journals were to publish.
The abundance of bibliometric and/or bibliographic disciplinary databases (e.g., PubMed, MathSciNet, PsycINFO, IEEEXplore, EconLit, etc.) contrasts with the relatively limited number of multidisciplinary databases: Google Scholar (GS), Scopus,
and Web of Science (WoS). A peculiarity of GS is to automatically index publications/citations through web crawlers, which
allows to achieve considerably more coverage than Scopus and WoS. In fact, GS is estimated to contain approximately 160 M
total documents, while Scopus approximately 13 M and WoS approximately 10 M (Mongeon & Paul-Hus, 2016; OrdunaMalea, Ayllón, Martín-Martín, & López-Cózar, 2015). Unfortunately, the automatic indexing of GS inevitably causes many
errors (Labbé, 2010) and (almost) completely disqualiﬁes GS with respect to its two competitors, to the extent that most
consider GS simply as a search engine, certainly not a serious bibliometric database. Nevertheless, some recent studies indicate that the GS data quality is gradually improving (Moed, Bar-Ilan, & Halevi, 2016; Prins, Costas, van Leeuwen, & Wouters,
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2016). Furthermore, the data quality of GS, Scopus and WoS were discussed in a number of comparative studies addressing
coverage and overlap (e.g., Archambault, Campbell, Gingras, & Larivière, 2009; Harzing & Alakangas, 2016; Meho & Yang,
2007; Mikki, 2010; Wang & Waltman, 2016; Wildgaard, 2015).
In the last two years, we have been investigating the Scopus and WoS errors, analysing the so-called omitted citations
– i.e., missing links between citing and cited papers – which represent one of the major consequences of database errors
(Franceschini, Maisano, & Mastrogiacomo, 2013). An interesting result – which corroborates the ﬁndings of previous studies
(Buchanan, 2006; Hildebrandt & Larsen, 2008; Larsen, Hytteballe Ibanez, & Bolling, 2007; Moed, 2002; Moed, 2005; Moed
& Vriens, 1989; Olensky, 2015; Tunger, Haustein, Ruppert, Luca, & Unterhalt, 2010) – is that the omitted-citation rate of the
two databases is far from being negligible: more than 4% for Scopus and more than 6% for WoS (Franceschini, Maisano, &
Mastrogiacomo, 2014). We showed that the editorial style of some publishers can favour database errors and – although
Scopus and WoS tend to be more and more careful in indexing new papers – they do little to correct the errors already
present in the database (Franceschini et al., 2014; Franceschini, Maisano, & Mastrogiacomo, 2016a). Also, we came across
many weird errors, discussed in a recent “opinion” paper (Franceschini, Maisano, & Mastrogiacomo, 2016b).
The majority of our past researches relied on the analysis of a relatively large corpus of scientiﬁc articles, consisting of
almost 24,000 cited articles – conﬁned to the Engineering-Manufacturing ﬁeld – and almost 100,000 corresponding citing
articles. Among these articles, thousands of omitted citations were identiﬁed using an automated algorithm, which requires
the combined use of Scopus and WoS and is based upon the idea that the mismatch between the citations occurring in one
database and another one is evidence of possible errors/omissions (Franceschini et al., 2013).
In our previous researches (Franceschini et al., 2013, 2014, 2016a; Franceschini, Maisano, & Mastrogiacomo, 2015a), we
analyzed the Scopus and WoS omitted citations, studying the inﬂuence of several factors, such as journal or publisher of
cited papers, issue year of citing papers, date of database queries, etc. However, we did not investigate the causes of these
omitted citations – i.e., the nature of database errors – in a detailed and structured way.
Consistently with the categorization suggested by Buchanan (2006), (at least two) types of database errors can be deﬁned:
A Pre-existing errors: errors made by authors/editors/publishers when preparing the list of cited articles for their publication;
e.g., errors in the author name(s), article title, issue year, volume number, pagination, etc.
B Database mapping errors: failures to establish an electronic link between a cited article and the corresponding citing
articles that can be attributed to data-entry errors in the database; e.g., transcription errors, cited article omitted from a
cited-article list, etc.
While the errors in the ﬁrst category are (at least partly) justiﬁable, being caused by inaccuracies in the original papers,
those in the second one are introduced by databases, in the data-entry process.
The goal of this paper is to delve into the large corpus of omitted citations available from our past research and perform
a statistical analysis of the relevant database errors, trying to answer to the following research questions:
•
•
•
•

What are the more frequent errors of Scopus and WoS and the similarities and differences between the two databases?
Are the results of this research in line with those of other researches in the ﬁeld of bibliometric-database errors?
Does this research provide a representative picture of the Scopus and WoS errors?
In the light of the results obtained, what are the practical implications to users and administrators of the Scopus and WoS
databases?

The proposed statistical analysis requires a thorough manual examination of the database records and the original
cited/citing papers, with special attention to the cited-article lists. Due to the relatively large time consumption of this
process, it will be limited to the 10% of the (more than 10,000) omitted citations available.
The remainder of the paper is organized into ﬁve sections. Section 2 recalls the automated algorithm for detecting omitted
citations. Section 3 illustrates the analysis methodology in detail and presents some indicators for estimating the rate of the
so-called phantom-citations of the two databases. Section 4 describes the analysis results; the description is supported by
practical examples concerning various errors in Scopus and WoS. Section 5 summarizes the original contributions of this
paper, describing its implications and limitations. Additional information is contained in the Appendix A.
2. Automated algorithm for analysing the omitted citations
Before recalling the algorithm, we present an introductory example to illustrate how it works. Let us consider a ﬁctitious
paper of interest, indexed by Scopus and WoS. The number of citations received by this paper is four in Scopus and six in
WoS (see Table 1).
The union of the citations recorded by the two databases is a total of eight citations. Among these citations, only ﬁve
come from sources (i.e., journals or conference proceedings) ofﬁcially covered by both databases (highlighted in grey in
Table 1). Focusing on these ﬁve theoretically overlapping (TO) citations, two are omitted by Scopus (but not by WoS) and
one is omitted by WoS (but not by Scopus). Therefore, from the perspective of the paper of interest, a rough estimate of the
omitted-citation rate is 2/5 ≈ 40% in Scopus and 1/5 ≈ 20% in WoS. The same reasoning can be extended to multiple papers
of interest and more than two bibliometric databases.
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Table 1
Citation data relating to a ﬁctitious article, according to Scopus and WoS. The union of the citations recorded by the two databases (see the ﬁrst column) is
a total of eight citations. Among the citations, only ﬁve come from sources ofﬁcially covered by both databases (highlighted in grey).

The automated algorithm, which is based on the combined use of two bibliometric databases (Scopus and WoS in this
case), can be summarised in three steps:
1 Identify a set of (P) papers of interest, indexed by both the databases.
2 For each (i-th) paper of the set, identify the TO citations, deﬁned as the portion of documents issued by journals ofﬁcially
covered by Scopus and WoS. The number of TO citations concerning the i-th paper of interest are denoted as  i .
3 For each (i-th) paper of the set and for each database, determine the number (ωi ) of TO citations that do not occur in it
and classify them as omitted citations, relating to this database.1 The omitted-citation rate (p) relating to the P papers of
interest, according to a database, can be estimated as:
p = ω/,
where  =

P

i=1

i is the total number of TO citations available and ω =

(1)
P


ωi is the corresponding number of omitted TO

i=1

citations.
The afore-described algorithm has the great advantage of being automated, i.e., it does not require any manual analysis
of the cited/citing papers examined. For this reason, it allows estimating the p value of relatively large sets of articles, in
a simple and fast way. The price to pay for this advantage is that the algorithm relies on some (potentially questionable)
simplifying assumptions:
• It is assumed that the omitted citations of different databases are statistically independent. Actually, to identify a citing
paper omitted by one database, it is necessary that the same citing paper occurs in the other database. Of course, the
concurrent omission of a citing paper by both databases will prevent its detection, leading to an underestimation of p.
• The estimation of p is performed on the basis of (i) a set of papers of interests and (ii) a portion of the total citations
that they obtained (i.e., that ones related to citing articles purportedly covered by both the databases). The results can be
extended to the rest of the citations, upon the assumption that the incidence of omitted citations is uniform.
• It is assumed that the incidence of phantom citations – i.e., false citations from papers that did not actually cite the target
paper, which are generally due to the use of non-sufﬁciently sophisticated citation-matching algorithms (Garcia-Pérez,
2010) – is negligible. According to our algorithm, a phantom citation of one database may lead to an incorrect notiﬁcation
of omitted citation for the other database. The analysis proposed in this paper will also allow to answer the following
additional research question:
What are the phantom-citation rates of Scopus and WoS and how can they be used to correct the p values estimated through
the automated algorithm?
• The algorithm can be readily applied to journal articles, but not as easily to other publication types – for example, book
chapters, conference proceedings, monographs, etc. – for two reasons: (i) some of these publication types are not covered
by both the databases in use and (ii) lack of exhaustive ofﬁcial lists concerning the coverage of these publication types.
For a more detailed description of the automated algorithm, we refer the reader to (Franceschini et al., 2013).

1
We remark that, according to the automated algorithm, the citations omitted by one database are correctly indexed by the other one; the use of the
latter database merely represents an expedient to identify these omitted citations automatically.
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Table 2
Number of omitted TO citations resulting from the application of the automated algorithm (the corresponding percentage values in brackets).
Scopus
Total TO citations ()
Indexed TO citations ( − ω)
Omitted TO citations (ω)

97,698
93,225
4473

WoS
(100.00%)
(95.42%)
(p = 4.58%)

97,698
91,294
6404

(100.00%)
(93.45%)
(p = 6.55%)

Table 3
Indicators constructed for estimating the inﬂuence of phantom citations and correcting the omitted-citation rates. For details on the construction of these
indicators, see Section A2 (in the appendix).
Indicator description

for Scopus

for WoS

1. Omitted-citation rate (p).
2. Number of (presumed) omitted citations, which were
analyzed manually (o).
3. Number of false omitted citations of one database (i.e.,
phantom citations of the other database), detected
through the manual analysis (d).

pScopus = ωScopus /
oScopus ≈ 10%·ωScopus

pWoS = ωWoS /
oWoS ≈ 10%·ωWoS

dScopus (count)

dWoS (count)

4. (Estimated) phantom-citation rate (␣).

˛Scopus ≈

5. Corrected number of TO citations (i.e., excluding the false
ones) (  ).
6. Corrected number of omitted TO citations (i.e., excluding
the false ones) (ω ).
7. Corrected omitted-citation rate (i.e., excluding the false
omitted citations) (p ).

␥ =  · [1 − (˛Scopus + ˛WoS )]

␥ =  · [1 − (˛Scopus + ˛WoS )]


ωScopus
= ωScopus − ˛Scopus · 


ωWoS
= ωWoS − ˛WoS · 

pScopus =

dWoS
oWoS

· pWoS

˛WoS ≈

pScopus −˛Scopus

pWoS =

1−(˛Scopus +˛WoS )

dScopus
oScopus

· pScopus

pWoS −˛WoS
1−(˛Scopus +˛WoS )

Table 4
Indicators concerning the incidence of phantom citations in the data examined and the correction of the omitted-citation rates.
Parameter

Description

Scopus

WoS

o
d
o–d
␣
p
p’

No. of omitted TO citations, which have been examined manually
No. of false omitted TO citations detected
No. of authentic omitted TO citations
(Estimated) phantom-citation rate
Initial omitted-citation rate
Corrected omitted-citation rate

447
45
402
0.10%
4.58%
4.12%

640
10
630
0.46%
6.55%
6.46%

3. Methodology
This study is based on an extended dataset, which was also used for other investigations (Franceschini et al., 2014, 2015a,
2016b). We identiﬁed a sample of papers of interest (or cited papers) issued by 33 scientiﬁc journals (i) included in the ISI
Subject Category of Engineering-Manufacturing (by WoS) and (ii) covered by Scopus; Table A.1 (in the Appendix A) reports
the list of these journals. For each journal, we considered the set of papers published in the time-window from 2006 to
2012 and indexed by both databases, and the citations that they obtained from papers issued in the same period. Among the
citations, we selected the so-called TO citations, i.e., those obtained from journals purportedly covered by both databases and
issued in the 2006-to-2012 time-window. To avoid any misunderstanding, we excluded citations from journals covered in
the 2006-to-2012 time-window, but later banned from the database.2 The ofﬁcial lists of documents covered by the databases
in use – which are essential for determining the TO citations – were retrieved from the databases’ websites (Scopus Elsevier,
2016; Thomson Reuters, 2016).
The total number of cited papers, i.e., those issued by the journals examined, is P = 23,806; the corresponding TO citations
are  = 97,968. Table 2 contains the relevant number of omitted citations and the estimate of the omitted-citation rates
concerning the two databases (i.e., p, determined using the relationship in Eq. (1)).
We notice that the total number of omitted TO citations available is relatively large (i.e., 4473 for Scopus and 6404 for
WoS, corresponding to total 10,877 omitted TO citations). These data (which we make available on request) were collected
relatively quickly, using the automated algorithm described in Section 2.
Omitted citations are just the ultimate effect of database errors of different nature; the identiﬁcation and classiﬁcation
of the errors requires several manual activities:
1 Examination of database records;
2 Examination of the original cited/citing papers (e.g., their PDFs), with special attention to the relevant reference lists;

2
A possible misunderstanding arises from the fact that, in some cases (mostly on Scopus), the expulsion of a journal from a database entails the entire
removal of previously indexed papers, while in other cases (mostly on WoS), previously indexed papers are not necessarily removed.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the false omitted TO citations (i.e., ␦) related to one database, due to phantom citations of the other database.

Fig. 2. Example of phantom citation produced by WoS. This citation is due to the erroneous substitution of an authentic cited paper (P1 ) with a false one
(P2 ) – with same authors, issue year and volume number – in the list of a citing paper (P3 ). The WoS database was queried in January 2016.
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Fig. 3. Example of type-A error in the title of a (cited) paper (P1 ), reported in the list of a citing paper (P2 ). This error is classiﬁed in sub-category A.1Missing/wrong article title. The Scopus database was queried in January 2016.

3 Classiﬁcation of errors into suitable categories.
These manual activities are very time consuming,3 also because of the different editorial styles of scientiﬁc journals,
which may complicate error detection. For this reasons, we analyzed only the 10% of the omitted TO citations available, i.e.,
approximately 447 for Scopus and 640 for WoS.
As anticipated in Section 1, database errors can be classiﬁed into the two categories: type-A or pre-existing errors and
type-B or database mapping errors. In the case of type-A errors, databases are unable to identify and correct inaccuracies
already present in the cited-article list of (citing) papers, using the available information; e.g., in the presence of an error in
the author name of a cited article, the corresponding title, volume number and pagination can be used to identify and correct
it. On the other hand, type-B errors are far more serious, as they are caused by inaccuracies introduced by one database in
data transcription. For each of the above two categories, we will deﬁne and describe several sub-categories (see Section 4).
The results of the manual analysis can also be used to quantify the phantom-citation rate of Scopus and WoS. The schematic
representation in Fig. 1, shows that the phantom citations of one database – if they are (mistakenly) assigned to papers that
are supposed to be covered by the other database – may lead to generate false TO citations and, consequently, false omitted
TO citations (ı) for the other database. For example, among the (ωScopus ) TO citations omitted by Scopus, ıScopus are false due
to phantom citations by WoS. To be rigorous, these omitted TO citations are just presumed, as some of them can be false. For
the same reason, even the total () TO citations available are just presumed, as some of them can be false, due to phantom
citations generated by both the databases (i.e., ıWoS and ıScopus for Scopus and WoS respectively).
In Section A2 (in the Appendix A) we go into this point, illustrating a practical way to estimate the phantom-citation rate
(␣) of databases. The ␣ estimates can be in turn used to correct the omitted-citation rates (p) reported in Table 2.
Table 3 shows the formulae and concise descriptions of some indicators concerning phantom citations; details on their
construction are contained in Section A2 (in the Appendix A).

3

Based on our experience, they requires about 15–20 min for each error.
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Fig. 4. First example of type-A error due to the missing title of the (cited) paper (P1 ), reported in the list of a citing paper (P2 ). This error is classiﬁed in the
sub-category A.1-Missing/wrong article title. The WoS database was queried in January 2016.

4. Analysis results
Before identifying and classifying the errors behind omitted citations, it is appropriate to discriminate between false and
authentic omitted citations. Among the (presumed) omitted TO citations of one database, we estimated the portion of false
ones, corresponding to phantom citations produced by the other database. Fig. 2 exempliﬁes a phantom citation produced
by WoS, which caused a false omitted TO citation in Scopus. This citation is due to the erroneous substitution of an authentic
cited article (P1 ) with a false one (P2 ) – with same authors, issue year and volume number – in the list of a citing article (P3 ).
In this case, the error of WoS is twofold: (i) omitted citation related to P1 and (ii) phantom citation related to P2 .
Table 4 contains some indicators concerning the incidence of phantom citations and the correction of the omitted-citation
rates. For details, see Section A2 (in the Appendix A).
The incidence of phantom citations in WoS is higher than that in Scopus (␣WoS ≈ 0.46% against ␣Scopus ≈ 0.10%). The value
of ␣WoS is in line with that one estimated in other studies − i.e., roughly 0.5% (Garcia-Pérez, 2010; Olensky, Schmidt, & van
Eck, 2016). On the other hand, the estimate of ␣Scopus represents a novelty in the state of the art.
The estimated phantom-citation rates can be used to correct the omitted-citation rates (p) – through the formulae at
point 7 in Table 3 (for details, see Section A2 in the Appendix A). For both databases, the corrected omitted-citation rates
(p ) are slightly lower than the initial ones (see Table 4).
Let us now focus the attention on (i) the authentic omitted TO citations, which have been examined manually (i.e., o –
d) and (ii) the detection and classiﬁcation of the errors behind them. Table 5 summarizes the results of our analysis. It can
be seen that the two errors categories (i.e., type-A and type-B) are decomposed into several sub-categories, which depict
the speciﬁc error causes. These sub-categories are not so different from those identiﬁed in other studies (Buchanan, 2006;
Olensky, 2015) and their deﬁnition is functional to the subsequent description of the more frequent errors detected.
For each (k-th) sub-category, we report the number of errors found and two corresponding frequency indicators, according
to the formulae:
freqk =

no. of errors in the(kth )subcategory
o−d
,

(2)
freqk

(1)
freq.k

(1)

=

· p

(2)
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Fig. 5. Second example of type-A error due to the missing title of the (cited) paper (P1 ), reported in the list of a citing paper (P2 ). This error is classiﬁed in the
sub-category A.1-Missing/wrong article title. We can also notice a pagination error in the original citation by P2 and in the relevant database transcription.
The WoS database was queried in January 2016.
Table 5
Classiﬁcation of the errors detected and corresponding frequency indicators (i.e., freqk (1) and freqk (2) ) in the two databases.
Scopus

WoS

No.

freqk

Type-A or pre-existing errors
Missing/wrong article title
A.1
Errors in the other ﬁelds
A.2
Subtotal
–
Type-B or database mapping errors
Errors in the transcription of author name(s) and/or article title
B.1
Incomplete cited-article list
B.2
Omitted cited-article list
B.3
Wrong or missing DOI
B.4
Errors concerning Online-First articles
B.5
Unindexed (citing) articles
B.6
Reasons unknown
B.7
Subtotal
(o–d)
Total

402

100.0%

(1)

freqk

(2)

No.

freqk (1)

freqk (2)

40
18
58

10.0%
4.5%
14.4%

0.41%
0.18%
0.59%

91
99
190

14.4%
15.7%
30.2%

0.93%
1.01%
1.95%

13
9
8
9
74
127
104
344

3.2%
2.2%
2.0%
2.2%
18.4%
31.6%
25.9%
85.6%

0.13%
0.09%
0.08%
0.09%
0.76%
1.30%
1.07%
3.53%

161
11
14
14
67
16
157
440

25.6%
1.7%
2.2%
2.2%
10.6%
2.5%
24.9%
69.8%

1.65%
0.11%
0.14%
0.14%
0.69%
0.16%
1.61%
4.51%

p

(o–d)

4.12%

630

p
100.0%

6.46%

where
(1)
freqk depicts the incidence of a certain (k-th) error sub-category, with respect to the totality of the errors of one database;
(1)

e.g., for Scopus freqA.1 = 40/402 ≈ 10.0%.
(2)

freqk

estimates the incidence of a certain (k-th) error sub-category, with respect to the totality of the authentic TO
(2)

citations (i.e., both those indexed and those omitted); e.g., for Scopus the freqA.1 = 10.0% · 4.12% ≈ 0.41%. In other words, this
indicator represents the fraction of TO citations omitted due to a certain error sub-category.
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Fig. 6. Example of type-A error due to the inaccurate author names of a (cited) paper (P1 ), reported in the list of a citing paper (P2 ). This errors is classiﬁed
in the sub-category A.2-Errors in other ﬁelds. The Scopus database was queried in January 2016.

Regarding the error contributions, we note that type-B errors predominate over type-A ones, for both databases; two of
the possible reasons are:
1 The improved efforts by reviewers/editors/publishers in checking and correcting inaccuracies in the cited-article lists
probably contribute to reduce the incidence of pre-existing errors (Franceschini et al., 2016a).
2 The citation matching algorithms of bibliometric databases are probably more and more robust in establishing the correct
link between cited and citing articles, even in the presence of type-A errors (Meester, Colledge, & Dyas, 2016). In particular,
the citation matching algorithm of Scopus seems more effective than that of WoS, as evidenced by the smaller portion of
type-A errors (i.e., 0.59% of the TO citations in Scopus, against 1.95% in WoS).
This result is in partial contradiction with the output of the research by Olensky (2015), showing a higher incidence of
type-A errors with respect to type-B ones.
The following two subsections examine the type-A and type-B errors in detail, describing the relevant sub-categories
individually. The description is supported by various practical examples.
4.1. Type-A errors
4.1.1. (A.1) Missing/wrong article title
For both databases, a very frequent type-A errors concern the missing/wrong title of articles in the reference list of the
(citing) papers. See the example in Fig. 3, in which a mistake in the title of a paper (P1 ), reported in the list of another paper
(P2 ), probably compromises the citation match.
We also found many references that do not even include the title of the (cited) papers. In some cases journals allow (or
even encourage) the use of citation styles in which the title of the cited papers is omitted. This probably increases the risk
of generating omitted citations, especially in WoS (see the examples in Figs. 4 and 5). This result somehow contradicts what
inferred by Olensky (2015), i.e., that neither Scopus nor WoS seem to use the article title in the citation-matching process.
Our opinion is that, although the presence of (accurate) titles in the cited-article list is not indispensable for the correct
citation matching, it probably helps. The only way to dissolve this doubt would be to know the citation matching algorithms
Scopus and WoS, which, unfortunately, are not and will probably never be public.
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Fig. 7. Example of type-B error of WoS, concerning the name of the author of a paper (P1 ), which is reported in the list of a (citing) paper (P2 ). This error is
classiﬁed in sub-category B.1-Errors in the transcription of author name(s) and/or article title. The WoS database was queried in January 2016.

4.1.2. (A.2) Errors in other ﬁelds
Other type-A errors concern inaccuracies in other ﬁelds, such as author name(s), source title, issue year, volume number
and pagination. For the purpose of example, Fig. 6 exempliﬁes an error concerning the author name(s). The incidence of
these individual type-A errors is signiﬁcantly lower than those in sub-category A.1; for this reason, we aggregated them
into the same sub-category (A.2). For Scopus, errors in sub-category A.2 are even less numerous than those in sub-category
(2)
(2)
(2)
A.1 (freqA.2 ≈ 0.18% against freqA.1 ≈ 0.41%), while for WoS, they have roughly the same incidence (freqA.2 ≈ 1.01% against
(2)

freqA.1 ≈ 0.93%).
4.2. Type-B errors
Type-B errors the database transcription of the (correct) references reported in the list of a (citing) paper. Table 5 shows
that WoS is slightly weaker than Scopus (3.53% of the TO citations are omitted because of type-B errors for Scopus, against
4.51% for WoS).
4.2.1. (B.1) Errors in the transcription of author name(s) and/or article title
This is the predominant sub-category of type-B errors. See the example in Fig. 7, in which WoS transcribes the author’s
surname “Özel”, related to a (cited) paper (P1 ), as “Oezel”. Even if this transcription seems legitimate, WoS probably encountered problems in handling the special character “Ö” (German umlaut), failing to establish the citation link with a citing
(2)
paper (P2 ). This type of error is much less frequent in Scopus than in WoS (i.e., freqB.1 of 0.13% for Scopus against 1.65% for
WoS).
4.2.2. (B.2) Incomplete cited-article list and (B.3) omitted cited-article list
Let us now consider two typologies of type-B errors, which are more serious than the previous one, as they involve
the incorrect indexing of multiple (cited) articles, causing the omission of many citations. The example in Fig. 8 shows the
truncation of part of the list of a (citing) paper in WoS (sub-category B.2), while that in Fig. 9 shows the omission of the
entire list of a (citing) paper in Scopus (sub-category B.3).
The incidence of errors in sub-categories B.2 and B.3 is not so high for both Scopus and WoS. We also came across
some weird variants of these errors, such as authentic cited-article lists replaced with other ones (absolutely irrelevant),
anomalous increase in the number of references, etc. – for details, see (Franceschini et al., 2016b).
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Fig. 8. Example of cited-article list truncated by the Scopus database: only the ﬁrst 7 cited articles are properly transcribed, while the remaining (15) are
truncated. This error is classiﬁed in the sub-category B.2-Incomplete cited-article list. The Scopus database was queried in January 2016.

4.2.3. (B.4) Wrong or missing DOI
Other type-B errors concern the missing or incorrect association of an article with the relevant DOI code. We remind
that DOI (i.e., Digital Object Identiﬁer) is a character string used to univocally identify entities that are object of intellectual
property (Paskin & Foundation, 2002). Since several years, DOIs are used in bibliometrics for identifying and disambiguating
scientiﬁc papers, like the “ID card” to a person; therefore, it seems reasonable to expect great attention from bibliometric
databases in DOI indexing. Nevertheless, databases sometimes make mistakes.
Fig. 10 exempliﬁes a Scopus error in determining the link between a cited paper (P1 ) and a citing one (P2 ), probably
because of the missing DOI indexing of P2 . To be precise, we cannot be completely sure that the non-match is solely caused
by the missing DOI, because of another inaccuracy related to the jumbled author names of paper P1 , in the reference list
of P2 (i.e., “Hashimoto, Warren, Guo” instead of “Hashimoto, Guo, Warren”). The same combination between missing DOI
and other inaccuracies was observed for other database errors. However, we decided to classify these errors in the B.4
sub-category, due to the importance of the DOI code.
In other cases, we observed errors in the DOI transcription or even multiple assignments of the same DOI to several
papers – for details, see (Franceschini, Maisano, & Mastrogiacomo, 2015b).
4.2.4. (B.5) Errors concerning Online-First papers
A relatively frequent type-B error concerns the so-called Online-First papers, i.e., papers not yet in the ofﬁcial version, but
already available to the scientiﬁc community (Haustein, Bowman, & Costas, 2015).
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Fig. 9. Example of list omitted by the WoS database. This error is classiﬁed in the subcategory B.3-Omitted cited-article list. The WoS database was queried
in January 2016.

Before getting into the issue, we recall that, for several recent years now, scientiﬁc journals have been struggling to include
the new-entry papers in their websites as soon as possible, in the form of Online-First papers. Apart from encouraging the
spread of new knowledge, this mechanism allows journals to artiﬁcially extend the time-window for citation accumulation,
resulting in a probable increase of the journal IF and other bibliometric indicators (Falagas & Alexiou, 2008). Bibliometric
databases are also struggling to index Online-First papers as soon as possible. Unfortunately, the “double stage” of these
papers can favour the generation of database errors; the most common is that of losing the citations obtained by the
Online-First version of the paper of interest (P1 ), after the publication of the relevant ofﬁcial version (see the example
in Fig. 11).
Other authors documented the relatively high incidence of this type of error, both in Scopus and WoS (Haustein et al.,
2015; Valderrama-Zurián, Aguilar-Moya, Melero-Fuentes, & Aleixandre-Benavent, 2015).
4.2.5. (B.6) Unindexed (citing) articles
Let us now consider a rather serious type-B error, in which the missing indexing of some (citing) articles caused the
omission of their citations. Databases may sometimes forget to index some (unfortunate) articles, even though they are able
to index other articles in the same journal issue (see the example in Fig. 12). This is an extreme form of a database mapping
error, in which the citation match fails as some (citing) papers are not even indexed by the database. This error is particularly
serious since it causes the omission of multiple citations (i.e., those given by the unindexed citing papers).
(2)
This type of error is signiﬁcantly more frequent in Scopus, than WoS (i.e., freqB.6 of 1.30% for Scopus, against 0.16% for
WoS).
4.2.6. (B.7) Reasons unknown
In this case, a cited article and a relevant citing article are both properly indexed by the database (i.e., without any type-A
error); nevertheless, the citation link is not established by the database and the citation is lost (see the example in Fig. 13).
This error sub-category has been denominated as “reasons unknown”, since we were unable to identify their possible causes.
4.3. Further remarks on the classiﬁcation results
Fig. 14 summarizes the classiﬁcation results, representing the repartition of the errors in the various sub-categories, for
both the databases.
At a glance, the predominant error (sub-)categories of the two databases look generally different. This impression is
conﬁrmed by a scatter plot in Fig. 15, which denotes the absence of correlation between the two databases (R2 ≈ 0.018). This
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Fig. 10. Missing DOI indexing of a citing article (P2 ), which prevents the determination of the citation link with a (cited) paper (P1 ). This error is classiﬁed
in the sub-category B.4-Wrong or missing DOI. The Scopus database was queried in January 2016.

result is probably due to the use of different citation matching algorithms or metadata, in the indexing process of Scopus
and WoS (Olensky et al., 2016).
5. Conclusions
This section sums up and discusses the results of this research from the perspective of the previously formulated research
questions.
• What are the more frequent errors of Scopus and WoS and the similarities and differences between the two databases?
Through the manual analysis of a relatively large amount of database errors, we identiﬁed several error typologies (some
of which are new to the state of the art, e.g., those in the sub-categories B.2 and B.5) and several weaknesses of the Scopus
and WoS databases, such as:
- Regarding type-A errors, WoS seems signiﬁcantly weaker than Scopus (1.95% of the TO citations are omitted because of
type-A errors in WoS, against 0.59% in Scopus). A possible interpretation of this result is that the Scopus citation matching
algorithm seems more robust than the WoS one, in the presence of dirty data.
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Fig. 11. Example of error classiﬁed in the sub-category B.5-Errors concerning Online-First articles. A citation obtained by the Online-First version of P1
(issued in October 2009) is lost after the publication of the relevant ofﬁcial version (in 2012). The Scopus database was queried in January 2016.

- Another weakness of WoS with respect to Scopus is represented by the type-B errors concerning the incorrect transcription
(2)
of the author name(s) and/or title (freqB.1 of 1.65% for WoS against 0.13% for Scopus).
- Although Scopus seems more accurate than WoS, it has a higher propensity to forget to index some papers (error sub(2)
category B.6), losing the citations that they gave/obtained (i.e., freqB.6 of 1.30% for Scopus against 0.16% for WoS).
(2)

- Managing the Online-First articles (error sub-category B.5) seems rather problematic for both databases (freqB.5 of 0.76% for
Scopus against 0.69% for WoS). The typical consequence of these errors is to lose the citations obtained by the Online-First
version of a paper of interest, after the publication of the relevant ofﬁcial version.
The analysis showed the lack of correlation between Scopus and WoS, regarding the distribution of the errors in the
different (sub-)categories. This is probably due to the fact that the two databases use different citation matching algorithms
and/or metadata, in the indexing process.
• Are the results of this research in line with those of other researches in the ﬁeld of bibliometric-database errors?
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Fig. 12. Example of paper mistakenly not indexed by Scopus. This error is classiﬁed in the sub-category B.6-Unindexed (citing) articles. The Scopus database
was queried in January 2016.

We remark that the relatively large sample of (presumed) database errors is a distinctive element of this research. Having
said that, some of the ﬁndings presented are in line with those of other studies, e.g., the identiﬁcation of the more frequent
error (sub-)categories, the estimate of the phantom-citation rate of WoS (Garcia-Pérez, 2010; Olensky, 2015), the fact that
both Scopus and WoS seem to have relatively serious problems in managing the citations obtained/given by the Online-First
articles (Haustein et al., 2015; Franceschini et al., 2016b; Valderrama-Zurián et al., 2015), etc.
On the other hand, some inconsistencies emerged; for example, it was shown that type-B errors tend to predominate
over type-A ones or that pre-existing inaccuracies concerning the title of the cited articles probably complicate the citation
match, contradicting the ﬁndings by Olensky (2015). These inconsistencies could be due to several reasons:
- The relatively small sample of papers used in the previous database-error classiﬁcations; e.g. the research by Olensky
(2015) is based on the manual analysis of 300 cited papers and the relevant citing ones.
- The fact that, among the more than 10,000 database errors available, we manually analyzed just a fraction (i.e., 10%) of
them, generally concerning citations in the Engineering-Manufacturing ﬁeld.
- The relatively strong simpliﬁcation of associating one-and-only-one error cause (and therefore one-and-only-one error
sub-category) with each omitted citation. We are aware that omitted citations are not rarely caused by a combination of
more than one typology of inaccuracy. The identiﬁcation of the error cause that seems more decisive, among the possible
ones, is indeed subjective.
• Does this research provide a representative picture of the Scopus and WoS errors?
We would be tempted to answer saying “yes, it does”. The reason is that – despite our focus was mainly on publications
in the Engineering-Manufacturing ﬁeld – the error mechanisms identiﬁed appear to be independent from this particular
scientiﬁc ﬁeld. As a proof, the results obtained are often in line with those of other studies based on publications from other
scientiﬁc ﬁelds.
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Fig. 13. Example of type-B error, classiﬁed in the sub-category B.6-Reasons unknown.

Fig. 14. Graphical representation of the repartition of the errors in the individual sub-categories, for the two databases. Numerical values are reported in
Table 5.

• What are the phantom-citation rates of Scopus and WoS and how can they be used to correct the p values estimated through
the automated algorithm?
The analysis of the presumed omitted citations allowed to identify a certain amount of phantom citations and to estimate
the phantom-citation rate of the two databases: ␣Scopus ≈ 0.10% and ␣WoS ≈ 0.46. Using these data, the omitted-citation rates
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(2)

Fig. 15. Scatter plot representing the absolute frequency (freqk ) of the error sub-categories for Scopus and WoS.

Fig. 16. Schematic representation of the subset of (o) presumed omitted TO citations by a database of interest, which were examined manually. These
citations were selected from a sample of (ω) presumed omitted TO citations, which includes (ı) false TO citations, due to phantom citations of the other
database.

estimated in our previous studies have been slightly adjusted (i.e., p Scopus ≈ 4.12% against pScopus ≈ 4.58% and p WoS ≈ 6.46%
against pWoS ≈ 6.55%).
• In the light of the results obtained, what are the practical implications to users and administrators of the Scopus and WoS
databases?
Although the inﬂuence of omitted citations is not very high for both databases – it could lead to signiﬁcant distortions
when considering relatively small sets of cited/citing papers, e.g., those representing the production output of individual
scientists. From a practical viewpoint, individual users cannot do much, given the difﬁculty to identify the possible omitted
citations manually. Despite this, our advice is to compare data from different databases as much as possible. In this sense, this
research contributed to identify the main weaknesses of Scopus and WoS. Also, the use of GS may help to identify omitted
citations, due to the great coverage.
Once possible database errors are identiﬁed, they can be notiﬁed to the database staff through dedicated support/feedback
mechanisms. We have noticed that Scopus and WoS are both very responsive to these feedbacks (Meester et al., 2016).
As regards database administrators, at the risk of being repetitive, we renew our exhortation to improve in terms of data
cleaning. We remark that all the database errors analyzed and classiﬁed in this research were preventable: in fact, all the
citations omitted by one database are, by deﬁnition, correctly indexed by the other one.
We are aware that the citation-matching algorithms used by databases will never be infallible, as they struggle to ﬁnd the
optimal balance between (i) the risk of failing to identify authentic citations (false negatives) and (ii) that of assigning phantom
citations (false positives). Nevertheless, we believe that databases could introduce additional (automated) controls on the
results of the citation mapping process (e.g., not to reinvent the wheel, the automated algorithm presented in (Franceschini
et al., 2013)). This would be much more effective than waiting for the feedbacks from users, with an important beneﬁt in
terms of image. In the interest of the entire scientiﬁc community and their own one, we hope that Scopus and WoS will
invest in such improvements.
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Table 6
Synthetic indicators related to the phantom citations examined.
Parameter

Scopus

WoS


ω
p
o
d
␣

ω
p
˛

97,698
4473
4.58%
447
45
0.1024%
97147.6
4022.7
4.12%
0.1029%

97,698
6404
6.55%
640
10
0.4609%
97147.6
6303.9
6.46%
0.4614%
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Appendix A.
A1 List of the Engineering-Manufacturing journals examined
A2 Model for correcting the omitted-citation rate, considering the effect of phantom citations
This section provides a mathematical explanation of the formulae reported in Table 3. Considering the representation in
Fig. 1, it is easy to deduce that the omitted-citation rates of Scopus and WoS are:
pScopus = ωScopus /
pWoS = ωWoS /

,

(A1)

where
ωScopus and ωWoS are respectively the total number of (presumed) omitted TO citations related to the Scopus and WoS
database;
 is the total number of (presumed) TO citations available.
Eq. (A1) provides an estimate of one database’s omitted citation rate, which can be distorted by the presence of phantom
citations by the other database.
We deﬁne the phantom-citation rate (␣) of one database, as the ratio of the number of phantom-citations generated by
that database – which coincides with the number of false omitted TO citations related to the other database (ı) – and the
number of (presumed) TO citations available ():
˛Scopus = ıWoS /
˛WoS = ıScopus /

.

(A2)

The apparent reversal of the “Scopus” and “WoS” subscript in Eq. (A2) depends on the fact that the false omitted TO
citations relating to one database are due to phantom citations by the other database.
From Eq. (A2), we obtain:
ıWoS =  · ˛Scopus
ıScopus =  · ˛WoS

.

(A3)

The corrected number of TO citations (’) – i.e., excluding the false ones, that is to say that ones produced by phantom
citations by Scopus (ıWoS ) and WoS (ıScopus ) – will be:
  =  − (ıWoS + ıScopus ) =  · [1 − (˛Scopus + ˛WoS )].

(A4)
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The corrected number of omitted citations – i.e., excluding the false ones – of each database will be:

ωScopus
= ωScopus − ıScopus = ωScopus − ˛Scopus · 

= ωWoS − ıWoS = ωWoS − ˛WoS · 
ωWoS

(A5)

.

We deﬁne the corrected omitted-citation rate (p’) for both databases as:
pScopus =


ωScopus


ωWoS

pWoS =

=




=

pScopus − ˛Scopus
ωScopus − ˛Scopus · 
=
 · [1 − (˛Scopus + ˛WoS )]
1 − (˛Scopus + ˛WoS )

pWoS − ˛WoS
1 − (˛Scopus + ˛WoS )

.

(A6)

We remark that, having estimated the phantom-citation rate (␣) of the databases in use, the formulae in Eq. (A6) can be
used to correct the p values resulting from the application of the automated algorithm, taking account of the distortions
produced by phantom citations.
Since we manually analyzed only a portion of the (presumed) omitted TO citations available (precisely oScopus = 447 for
Scopus and oWoS = 640 for WoS), ␣Scopus and ␣WoS can be estimated as:

˛Scopus
˛Scopus

dWoS
· ωWoS
ıScopus
dWoS ωWoS
dWoS
o
=
≈ WoS
=
·
· pWoS
=


oWoS

oWoS
,

(A7)

dScopus
≈
· pScopus
oScopus

being:
oScopus and oWoS the number of (presumed) omitted TO citations by Scopus and WoS, which were analyzed manually;
dScopus and dWoS the number of phantom citations, among the oScopus and oWoS omitted TO citations, which were analyzed
manually.
The ␣Scopus and ␣WoS estimated in Eq. (A7) are based on the reasonable assumption that false citations are randomly
distributed among the total (presumed) omitted TO citations. According to this assumption, the ratio between the d and o
values related to a certain database can be considered equal to the ratio between ı and ω (see the representation scheme in
Fig. 16). In formal terms:
ıScopus
dScopus
≈
oScopus
ωScopus
dWoS
ıWoS
≈
oWoS
ωWoS

,

(A8)

from which we derive the terms ıScopus and ıWoS (already replaced in Eq. (A7)):
ıScopus ≈
ıWoS ≈

dScopus
· ωScopus
oScopus

dWoS
· ωWoS
oWoS

.

(A9)

Let us now return to the deﬁnition of ␣Scopus and ␣WoS . These phantom-citation rates (in Eq. (A2)) are deﬁned as the
ratio between the phantom citations and the () total (presumed) TO citations available. We remark that the (presumed)
TO citations are inﬂuenced by the phantom citations produced by both the databases in use (i.e., the one of interest and the
other one). For this reason, we cannot say that the phantom-citation rate of one database is completely independent from
the behaviour of the other database.
From the perspective of one-and-only-one database, i.e., ignoring the other one and the corresponding phantom citations,
the phantom-citation rate can be redeﬁned as the ratio between the phantom citations of this database and the citations
that are or should be indexed by the database itself; in formal terms:
˛Scopus =

˛Scopus
ıWoS
ıWoS
=
=
 · (1 − ˛WoS )
1 − ˛WoS
 − ıScopus

˛WoS ≈

ıScopus
 − ıWoS

=

.

(A10)

˛WoS
1 − ˛Scopus

Terms  − ıScopus and  − ıWoS (in the denominator of the previous formulae) represent the TO citations “puriﬁed” from
the phantom citations produced by the other database. Even though the estimates obtained using ␣’Scopus and ␣’WoS are
perhaps more rigorous than those obtained using ␣Scopus and ␣WoS , their difference is actually negligible, due to the fact that
␣Scopus and ␣WoS are much smaller than 1. As a conﬁrmation of this, Table 6 reports the numerical values of the parameters
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Table A.1
List of the Engineering-Manufacturing journals examined. For each journal, it is reported its title and ISSN code. Journals are sorted alphabetically according
to their title.
Journal title

ISSN

AI EDAM – Artiﬁcial Intelligence for Engineering Design Analysis and Manufacturing
Assembly Automation
CIRP Annals – Manufacturing Technology
Composites Part A – Applied Science and Manufacturing
Concurrent Engineering – Research and Applications
Design Studies
Flexible Services and Manufacturing Journal
Human Factors and Ergonomics in Manufacturing & Service Industries
IEEE Trasaction on Components Packaging and Manufacturing Technology
IEEE Transactions on Semiconductor Manufacturing
IEEE-ASME Transactions on Mechatronics
International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology
International Journal of Computer Integrated Manufacturing
International Journal of Crashworthiness
International Journal of Machine Tools & Manufacture
International Journal of Production Economics
Journal of Advances Mechanical Design Systems and Manufacturing
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering – Transactions of the ASME
Journal of Intelligent Manufacturing
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering – Transactions of the ASME
Journal of Manufacturing Systems
Journal of Materials Processing Technology
Journal of Scheduling
Machining Science and Technology
Materials and Manufacturing Processes
Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers Part B – Journal of Engineering Manufacture
Packaging Technology and Science
Precision Engineering – Journal of the International Societies for Precision Engineering and Nanotechnology
Production and Operations Management
Production Planning & Control
Research in Engineering Design
Robotics and Computer-Integrated Manufacturing
Soldering & Surface Mount Technology

0890–0604
0144–5154
0007–8506
1359–835X
1063–293X
0142–694X
1936–6582
1090–8471
2156–3950
0894–6507
1083–4435
0268–3768
0951–192X
1358–8265
0890–6955
0925–5273
1881–3054
1530–9827
0956–5515
1087–1357
0278–6125
0924–0136
1094–6136
1091–0344
1042–6914
0954–4054
0894–3214
0141–6359
1059–1478
0953–7287
0934–9839
0736–5845
0954–0911

discussed in this section, resulting from the analysis. For simplicity, in the rest of the document we just refer to the initial
deﬁnition of the phantom-citation rate (i.e., ␣Scopus and ␣WoS ), not the “more rigorous” one (i.e., ␣ Scopus and ␣ WoS ).
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